The method developed in previous papers is so generalized that the propagation of any shock can be treated in arbitrary layers. It is reduced to the results of "Geometrical Acoustics" in the limit of weak shock. Thus our method is the natural extension of the latter for shock waves. Time development, of shocl~ wave and its energy flux are calculated for the case of point explosion in plane layers. § 1. Introduction
In'the series of paper developed by us, we treated the cases of the normal propagation of shocks in planel) and sphericaP) layers and oblique propagation in plane layer. 3 ), *) In the latter case, the normal of the shock front or the shock ray is determined according to the law of refraction. However, as was mentioned there, the treatment of that paper is not sufficient in so far as it considers merely each small plane section' of shock surface, and thus does not take account of variation of the surface area. Therefore, it cannot be applied at least to the initial phases of point explosion in a plane layer, for example.
In'this paper, this effect, of areal change is explicitly introduced in Whitham's point of view,4),**) and thus the most general formula for the shock propagation is obtained in our quasi-stationary approximation.
Meanwhile, shock propagation due to a point explosion in stratified media has been treated by several authors. Kompaneets, 5) for example, found the shock surfaces in an isothermal layer. He takes into account approximately the effect of "pulse damping", ,giving the total energy of explosion E and, putting the pressure P2 behind the front surface as constant for each time. Hayes treated the upward propagation of strong shock.
Although these authors take account of the law of refraction, they do not consider the change of shock strength due to the oblique incidence of shock rays. In other words, the areal change ~f shock surface caused by the refraction itself is not included. *) This effect' is just included in this paper, which extends the analysis of Paper V. Here, the pulse damping is not, considered and the' accuracy of the results is not so high, since only the first order terms are taken in quasi-stationary (or self"propagating) approximation. However, our approximation may be sufficient in the first order in astrophysical problems, where, for example, the . qualitative discussions as to whether the shock rays focuss on the pole or diverge to the equator of a star are important.
In § 2, the general formulae are derived by extension of Chisnell's method, and the formulae of special cases in previous papers are deduced from these as a check. Then in § 3, we discuss the relation between the geometrical acoustics and our result for weak shock limit, using the expression of shock power. As an example, the propagation, in plane isothermal and adiabatic atmospheres is calculated for strong shock limit. The results of this calculation are discussed in the last section, § 4.
Application of this method for eccentric explosion of stars, etc., will be performed in another paper. § 2. General formulation In order to take account of the areal change, we must take Whitham's viewpoint in Paper A, and extend the meth'od which was applied to the spherical waves (Paper III).
This viewpoint is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the oblique injection of plane shock front (1, 2) , to the infinitesimal layer between the layers 1, and 6. Through the infinitesimal layer (3, 4), the gas behind the reflected shock (2, 3) flows continuonsly under the gravity. The surface (5,4) is a tangential discontinuity.**)
Now, consider that a segment of shock surface iJS 12 impinges upon the infinitesimal layer (1, 6) , and after a small time interval the refracted shock surface iJS65 is formed (Fig. 2) . The Gmall area of the layer cut by the incident shock rays we denote as iJA.
After the incident shock surface has passed through, and, the reflected shock has emitted, the gas behind the reflected shock (2, 3) (see Fig. 1 .) flows through the tube limited by the directions of velocities (ns and ns + iJns) under the gravity, the bottom areas of the tube being iJA andiJA + d' O'A (Fig. 3) . The flow in *) This is seen in Fig. 5 we get afterall the relations between the quantities of states 3 and 4 as follows:
Here (see Fig. 1 )
w here as IS the sound velocity of the gas state 3, i.e. 
In the first order. Here,
is the path element of shock ray, dl being the thickness of the layer. R is the mean radius of curvature of (JS, i.e.
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R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature of the line elements on I~S which are orthogonal to each other (Fig. 4) . Now, we set the conditions of tangential discontinuity at the line (5, 4) of Fig_ 1. TheIl, the usual procedure developed on the previous paper is applied_ That is, the quantities having suffices 65 or 6 are substituted by the sum of those having suffices 12 o~' 1 (these suffices are dropped ill' the final equations) and the infinitesimal increments of the quantities, and then only the first order terms of the infinitesimal increments are adopted_ Thus, after' a lengthy calculation, we get the following equation determining the, change of the shock strengthz along the ray path which comes from the pressure chang'e of the layer, (pressure growing) and the' areal. change: .
other quantItIes are .similarly expressed by appropriate substitutions_ By (2 -II) _ (law of reflection) and (2 -12)" we can express the cosines (n54 -n), etc_,' by Y and (u-i)_ Thus, for example, (n54-dn)/(n54-n) in (2-S) becomes simply y (Z-dn) / (Z-n) _ From the law of refraction (2 -10), we get an equationfor the *) Note that (CP'i/CP~)I', in Eq_ (4-2-2) of Paper A is nothing but r in (2-3), directional change of shock rays dn.
Equations (2, 8), (2·10), the equation determining the ray path, namely
1-y (U: . propagation velocity=1J(12; 1)) (2, 13) and the equation determining the change of layer normal dl along the ray path constitute the whole system for' shock' propagation.
It should be noted that each shock ray is not independent owing to the effect of areal change (precisely, the opening of. the neighboring rays), and. therefore, the calculation of all the ray paths must be done in each time step
dt.
Finally, as a check of the above equations, we take the following special cases: We now take the weak shock (acoustic) limit· of the equations in the last paragraph. In this ~imit~ i.e. ~-1~1, the following; limiting; relations are obtained;
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Neglecting the second and higher order terms in z -1, we can integrate Eq. (2·8) independently with the law of refraction, which IS expressed in this limit by Snell's law:
for each ray (0 is the angle between land n). The result of integration IS as follows :*)
where
Thus, in this acoustic limit, each ray is pictured according to (3 ·1), and then the strength z is determined by (3·2).
ii) Geometrical acoustics
Keller8) treated the problem of geometrical acoustics and deduced the formula determining the change of shock strength along the rays as follows:
is the power (energy flux) of the shock. L1 denotes the jump across the front. U sing our notation, it is easily proved that (3,4) is exactly equal to (3· 2). Thus, Eq. (3·2) is nothing but the energy c<:mservation ~quation of weak shock, the energy of reflected shock which is the second order term being neglected.
In this 'manner, it can be seen that Eq. (2·8) and the law 'of l;'efraction (2,-10) which is written more intuitively as. tion velocity U depends on shock strength z in addition to the state of the layer.
iii) Shock power
In Appendix B, we show,· using the Rankine-Hugoinot equation, that the power of arbitrary shock, whose meaing is the ability of doing work upon the layer by the passing of shock front, is expressed as
It should be noted that the energy conservation law does not hold for arbitrary (i.e. not weak) shocks, the reflected shocks being' also neglected:
This comes precisely from the non-linear character of shock waves. That is, in contrast to acoustic wavelets, shock waves cause a drastic change upon the states of the layer, and this change should be taken into account in considering the conservation of energy.
Note, finally, that in inhomogeneous media, shock strenth z is not at all a measure for shock power F(B). This will be shown in the next paragraph; that is, F(B) decreases gradually when the shock goes upper, although z grows up sharply. § 4. Point explosion in plane layers Here, as an example, we treat the propagation of strong shock generated at a point in plane layer, for wh,ich I = const. For a strong limit z~l, y tends to a finite limit E C>O) and thus dy = O. Then; Eq. (2·8) tends in this limit to holds, where g IS the acceleration of 'gravity and ~ IS the vertical coordinate. Then dp _ ds-
where I-I is the scale height an_d, for polytropic layel' pocp!.: it takes the form This is expressed 111 terms of the scale height Ho -of the layer ~ = 0, at which, we assume, a point explosion occurs, as follovvs:
~vhere . 
for each ray Also, from Eq (2 13) sin 0 i) For isothermal case, cfh == 1, and thus' the behavior of () is determined solely by that of z. Initially, z decrease~ owing to the strong areal growth, and thus 0 decreases for both upper.ai~d lower layer. *) After a certain time, the effect of the "jJressure growing'" tcrm becomes apprcciable. For lower layer,
' -" J Z continues todecreasc and the rays continue to convcrge to the vertical. For upper layer, z turns to grow exponentially, and then thc rays will diverge away from the vertical, although this effect appears not yet in Fig. 6 . ii) For adiabatic layer, cfh(.(~) decreases for upper layer and becomes zero at ~ = 1/ (k -1) = 1.5 (for!? = 5/3), while it increases for lower layer. This is seen by the behavior of sound rays,that is, converging and diverging for upper and lower layers, respectively. For shock waves, this effect of 01(. overlapps with that of z stated above. Thus the initial focussing of rays appears more remarkably for upper layer, for example.
The power ratio F(S)/Fo(S) and strength z for a few rays arc tabulated in ''rabIes I and II at (j = 0.5 (isothermal layer) and (J = 0.4 (adiabatic layer), for both strong and acoustic shocks. In the latter, we sct that Zo = 0.1 for the upper vertical 0 0 = 0 and the initial POWCl' is the samc for thc whole directions. It is seen from the tables that the power decreases gradually, although the strength grows rapidly for the case k = 5/3 and upper layer. Critical Angle: As was mentioned in Paper V, there exists a critical angle Oe, above which refracted shock cannot propagate, and in the range Oe<fJ<n -Oe a new pattern must be considered, like the Mach pattern for the reflection from rigid walls. o e is determined by 1=0, 1 being defined in (4·2) or (4·2'). Between the weak limit f)e = n/2 and strong limit Oe=cos-1 (E/(1+E», Oe depends upon the ,strength z. For an ideal gas, this is depicted in Fig. 8 .
It is to be noted that for strong shock limit dz becomes -00 at the critical angle f)e. This means that the shock strengt~ z rapidly weakens to sound when Oe is approached from O<Oe. This is seen from Fig. 6 and 7 . In other words, strong shock approximation is not permitted for the angles ncar /le. For the shock of intermediate strength, this singularity at Oe does not occur. Anyway, calaulated results for the range near Oe are not reliable, and it is necessary to use the exact formulae for this range.
Investigation of the pattern for the range fJc<fJ<.n -Oe, which will be required in the. astrophysical pl~oblems, is now going on from a new point of view. 
¢ (12; 1) 's being defined as in the text. Using the expression for <1> (23 ;2) and /.La, we can show that/1a is merely different from /.L by the first and higher order terms in dz, dp and d' In a A, and thus in the formula (A· 4) we can put and then III the first order. It IS well known, from gas dynamics that the energy flux of a flow IS given by
F=PU(~2+ w),
where ,w is the specific enthalpy. The energy flux behind a normal shock (1, 2) is then· given by However, :when we consider the energy flux of' the shock itself, or shock power, we must take, the increment A (u 2 j2 + w) = (U22j2 + W2) -(U1 2 j2 + Wl) newly c_aused by the passing of the front relative to the gas motion before the front. Therefore the proper energy flow of the shock should be' taken ,as 
